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1. wildlife
Sentence: We saw wildlife, deer and bear, visiting the national park.
Definition: untamed animals in nature

2. life preserver
Sentence: A round life preserver kept him afloat.
Definition: a buoyant device for keeping someone afloat

3. uproar
Sentence: Releasing the wild animals caused an uproar.
Definition: a noisy disturbance

4. barefoot
Sentence: I'll take off my sandals and go barefoot.
Definition: wearing nothing on the feet

5. home run
Sentence: He hit a home run out of the ballpark.
Definition: the best hit a batter can make in baseball

6. part-time
Sentence: I worked part-time instead of a full day.
Definition: less than a full amount

7. headache
Sentence: I took an aspirin for my headache.
Definition: a pain behind the face

8. warehouse
Sentence: A warehouse is a type of storage building.
Definition: structure for storing merchandise

9. top-secret



Sentence: Top-secret files have classified information.
Definition: classified and not viewable by the public

10. overboard
Sentence: I stood at the boat's edge and fell overboard.
Definition: off the side of a water vessel

11. teammate
Sentence: My teammate and I compete together.
Definition: fellow player in a game

12. post office
Sentence: I mailed a package at the post office.
Definition: government department that deals with mailing

13. wheelchair
Sentence: I used a wheelchair when I broke my legs.
Definition: a chair with wheels used to move people

14. outspoken
Sentence: The outspoken woman gave her opinions freely.
Definition: directly and freely expressing opinions

15. light bulb
Sentence: The light bulb in my lamp is very bright.
Definition: electric filament casing that fits into a lamp

16. up-to-date
Sentence: The paper is up-to-date with the latest news.
Definition: current, in line with the latest information

17. well-known
Sentence: Everyone greets the well-known boy by name.
Definition: popular or famous, very familiar

18. awestruck
Sentence: The girl was awestruck by the handsome actor.
Definition: to be captivated with or mesmerized



19. throughout
Sentence: The park is open throughout the whole year.
Definition: during every part of

20. newscast
Sentence: We watch the newscast to hear current events.
Definition: a program giving information on current events

21. overseas
Sentence: I went overseas, to the land across the ocean.
Definition: over, across, or beyond the ocean

22. motorcycle
Sentence: His dog rides in the sidecar of his motorcycle.
Definition: a two-wheeled motor vehicle

23. quick-witted
Sentence: The quick-witted person had a swift comeback.
Definition: able to think and respond fast and wisely

24. stomachache
Sentence: A stomachache can result from too much candy.
Definition: a pain occurring in the stomach

25. bulletin board
Sentence: We posted the notice on the bulletin board.
Definition: a space for posting notes
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